DMBA Appraisal Update

Summer 2021!!

Special request questions for DMBA Members? If any of you have questions during the month, please feel free to email or call for a
personal response. If the topic is of enough interest, it can be expanded to and include for next month update. Thanks,
Mark Bond

mark@markbondco.com 972-733-1007

s! This time as a Realtor then Appraiser !!
Where has the summer gone, no wait! We have lost and entire year and a half of not seeing each other and
now after vaccinations, there is another round or Covid threating our existence again! Who would have
though the Real Estate market would have changed so much while we were hiding!!
The appraisers are still discussing Market Value vs Auction Price . The contracts this summer truly
emphasize this factor; that being the winning contracts are not only on Highest Price, but now BEST TERMS
carry weight too. AKA, not all terms are equal.
Besides being a Texas Certified Appraiser I am also a Texas Teal Estate Broker and Realtor member of the
local Metro Tex system. I do not practice brokerage sales other than for close friends and family. However,
this summer was a true awakening while wearing my realtor hat that helped me become a better
appraiser.
One of our sons moved back from CA and wanted to buy a house. Our first offer was $10,000 above list
price and standard terms. The agent was nice enough to call me back and inform me that we were number
14 out of 18 offers, all of which were over list. That shock resulted a paradigm shift for my Realtor s thoughts.
Fortunately, I have the daily benefit of studying multiple winning purchase contracts and started gathering
the winning tricks. The next house our son and daughter-in-law fell in love with we had to pull out all the
stops, steps 4-9 see below, and won the bid by only $7.00!
We all know of buyers making 10-20-30 and more offers only to be out bid. This is a brief evolution of the
Creative Bidders and Realtors methods to win the contract war!
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

List Price Start here and reduce it for repairs and because the buyer wants a bargain.
List Price Maybe offer near or really push to List Price. (what? other s want that house too)
List Price - Bid 1-3% Over to win. (Those others are serious about wanting that house)
List price Pull all the stops! And bid 10-25% over, often $100k+! (Hope, pray and lucky?)
List Price + Guarantee the amount via the appraisal addendum . In other words, to hell with the
appraisal Value , I will JUST PAY IT!! (However, this requires cash and contract luck)
Oops, the other are doing that too! ??? Let
!
Buyer will pay the Seller s Title Policy (traditionally a seller s expense)
Buyer will offer free rent and allow the seller to stay, days, weeks or months to pack, move or even
find a new house. (*This means double payments for a while, your current and future house)
Buyer will accept the house AS IS and waive the option period for inspections!
Buyer will pay the seller s Prorated portion of the property taxes for the closing year. (Again, a
seller s cost)

This evolution of contract bidding/competition has resulted in battles and wars over some houses. We have
never seen this much competition and price increase in Dallas. However, interesting our local world is we
discovered this is a national phenomenon!! In fact, the Dallas rate of appreciation is below that of several
cities, i.e., Phoenix.

The secondary discussions.
How long will this competition for houses continue?
When will normal return?
Is this a bubble?
These questions and many others lack a definitive answer. Some have tried forms various forms of logic and
other present statistical evidence yet; we will not know this answer until the future has evolved. None of us
anticipated a pandemic and it's deep and full impact of all life habits. Take that and add the ingredients of
fear, polar politicization, taxes and inflation and the result may well be a sharp tangent to the direction we
anticipated.
The following are couple of news articles which demonstrate the continued strong market through the
current term.

BUSINESSREAL ESTATE

Local home costs were 15.9% higher in April than a year earlier.

Record home demand is fueling big North Texas price increases.(Steve Brown )
By Steve Brown
8:40 AM on Jun 29, 2021

Dallas-area home prices soared a record 15.9% in the latest nationwide comparison.
The local home price rise in April was higher than the nationwide 14.6% year-over-year
-Shiller Home Price Index.
Dallas home prices rose almost 3% just between March and April, and area housing costs
have continued to increase since then.
A lack of homes for sale and record demand for housing have caused prices in North Texas
and across the country to grow at an unprecedented rate this year.
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REAL ESTATE

North Texas home prices rocket 26% higher in May
BY STEVE BROWN

And there is no end in sight, according to more recent local numbers.
Median prices of North Texas single-family homes sold by real estate agents rose 26% in
May from a year earlier, according to the latest data from the Texas Real Estate Research
Center and North Texas Real Estate Information Systems.
likely to remain at double-digit growth rate throug
concerns, mortgage interest rates remain 50% lower than they were in 2005, when home
price growth last peaked, keeping the ratio of mortgage payments to monthly households
Even with the lower finance costs, many potential homebuyers are being priced out of the
Dallas-area housing market.
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Prices were up in all 20 major U.S. markets.(Case-Shiller )

